robot-assisted movement
therapy for the improvement
of trunk control and stability

hirob

A Class IIa medical
device in compliance
with Council Directive
93/42/EEC.
The “hirob” rehabilitation robot enables unique movement
therapy for the improvement of trunk control and stability

hirob

like a horse’s back, the “hirob” simulates the path of motion
as it would result from a horse’s walking movement and

The complex, three-dimensional movement which takes place in a horse’s back as the animal
walks was recorded using a 3D motion analysis system and then implemented in the robot’s
seat actively encourages the patient’s ability to maintain both the pelvis and upper body in a
The “hirob” also makes it possible to vary the selected movement patterns (horse’s walking
“hirob’s” advanced and quick ability to adjust to patients and their individual condition ideally

Effects
Therapy involving the “hirob” produces:
enhanced selective pelvis movement
improved ability to maintain a straight pelvis and upper body posture
improved trunk stability
improved static and dynamic balance

Movement Individualization

Thus, therapy may continuously involve new stimuli, which prevents
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Horseback-shaped Seat
supports the patient’s ability to maintain their pelvis, and, conseFurthermore, muscles shortened by the usual sitting position are
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Clinical Study
In order to evaluate therapy involving the “hirob”, a clinical study
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were assessed and evaluated in order to document the individual

increased back muscle activity, enhanced ability to maintain the pelvis and upper body in a straight

Simple and Cost-efficient Therapy
Compared to conventional hippotherapy, therapy involving the “hirob” is not only more attractive
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“What I like best about the “hirob” is the short time it takes to set up and to
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